Preface
This book describes the fundamental principles of computer arithmetic. Algorithms for performing operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division in digital computer systems are presented. The goal is to explain the concepts behind the algorithms rather than to address any direct applications. Alternative methods are examined and various possibilities considered. With the rapid growth of VLSI technology, some currently unattractive algorithms may be implemented with remarkable performance in the future. This book can be used as a text of an introductory course for graduate students or senior undergraduate students in electrical engineering, and computer and mathematical sciences. It can also be used as a reference book for practicing engineers and computer scientists involved in the design, application and development of computer arithmetic units. For the number systems covered in Sections 1.4, 1.6 and 1.7, some exercise problems are listed in Chapters 9, 10 and 11 for in-depth study.
I have been teaching a computer arithmetic course for fifteen years and have supervised Doctorate and Masters research projects in this area. As a preliminary version of the book, my lecture notes have received positive and constructive feedback over the years. An effort has been made to keep fundamental material self-contained and instructive rather than just referring readers to articles spread throughout the literature. The theories in the book have been carefully derived and the reasoning addressed as completely as possible. In addition to "it is so," pointed to the readers is "why it is so." The notation in different discussions is unified and the descriptions are given logically and with clarity. The whole presentation of the text is designed to be smooth and coherent rather than a collection of broken pieces, with leaps from (2002) (2003) .
Computer Number Systems
As the arithmetic applications grow rapidly, it is important for computer engineers to be well informed of the essentials of computer number systems and arithmetic processes.
With the remarkable progress in the very large scale integration (VLSI) circuit technology, many complex circuits unthinkable yesterday become components easily realizable today. Algorithms that seemed impossible to implement now have attractive implementation possibilities for the future. This means that not only the conventional computer arithmetic methods, but also the unconventional ones are worth investigation in new designs.
Numbers play an important role in computer systems. Numbers are the basis and object of computer operations. The main task of computers is computing, which deals with numbers all the time.
Humans have been familiar with numbers for thousands of years, whereas representing numbers in computer systems is a new issue. A computer can provide only finite digits for a number representation (fixed word length), though a real number may be composed of infinite digits.
Because of the tradeoffs between word length and hardware size, and between propagation delay and accuracy, various types of number representation have been proposed and adopted. In this book, we introduce the Conventional Radix Number System and Signed-Digit Number System, both belonging to the Fixed-Point Num-ber System, as well as the Floating-point Number System. Two additional number systems, the Residue Number System and Logarithmic Number System, will also be described.
CONVENTIONAL RADIX NUMBER SYSTEM
A conventional radix number N can be represented by a string of n digits such as ( 4 -l d n -2 * . d1d0)r with r being the radix. di, 0 5 i 5 n -1, is a digit and di E {0,1, ... , r -l}.
Note that the position of di matters, such as 27 is a different number from 72. Such a number system is referred to as a positional weighted system. Actually,
with wi being the weight of position i. If r is fixed, as in thefixed-radix number system in our further discussion, wi = r'. Hence,
If r is not fixed, the number becomes a mixed-radix number. For example, to rep-
where r:! = 24; r1 = 60; ro = 60.
To include the fraction into a fixed radix number N , let "." be a radix point with the integer part on the left of it and fraction part on the right of it. There are n digits in the integer and lc digits in the fraction, such as In the binary number system, r=2, and di E (0,l) . In the string of weighted digits (dn-l . -do.d-l . . -d-k) ,,, dn-l is called the most significant digit (MSD), and d -k the least significant digit (LSD). A binary digit is referred to as a bit, and the above two digits are MSB and LSB, respectively. In an electric circuit, there are two voltage levels, "high" and "low", which can easily represent two digits, "1" and "0", in the binary number system. Of course, more bits are required to represent a number in binary than in other radix systems. Remember, the number of bits required to encode a number X is [IogzXJ + 1.
Here the downstile orfloor of x 1x1 , is the greatest integer that is not greater than x, where x can be an integer or real. (Likewise, the upstile or ceiling of x r .
1, is the smallest integer that is not smaller than 3.)
For example, to represent the decimal number 10, the number of bits required is Llog~lOJ + 1 = 13.3221 + 1 = 4.
